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AIDACS-3000E 

DESK-TOP TYPE MICROCOMPUTER SET 


The AIDACS-3000E, the newest desk-top microcomputer, is the 
result of a vast number of improvements in the previously in tro
duced AIDACS-3000D, topped off with a smart new cabinet
Both the 3000E and the 3000 FDPS, described on the following 
page, have the same construction and design, utilizing the same 
Z-80 type LSI CPU chips. The only difference is that the FDPS 
has built-in floppy disks and the 3000E does not- If the 3000E is 
used for programming, the programs will probably be based on 
paper tape and for that reason a paper tape programming 
system is provided. Or the independent floppy disk unit FDU 
can be added and programs developed using the DOSKET disk 
operating system. Or programs can be developed on the FDPS 
and then run on the 3000E because both computers are software 
compatible . I/Odevices are handled exactly in the same manner 
by the hardware of either system. All of the AIDACS family of 
interface modules can be connected to the common bus. If the 
cover is removed, the 3000E can be rack mounted. The writeable 
ROM can use 2704 and 2708 type ROMs as well as 1702A type. 
Spare slots are available in the chassis for up to ten additional 
interface units so that fairly sophisticated systems can easily be 
devised in a limited space. 
There are six different models of the 3000E just as there were for 
the 3000D. If none of these models suits your needs, please in
form us of details of your requirements. 

AIDACS 3000E Hardware 

CPU ROM RAM ROM/RAM Console ROM writer PROM eraser TTY-IF PTR-IF 

A -3001 A - 010 A -021 A - 022 A-Oil A -2093 A-510 A -51I A -120 A - 190 

ALDACS 

- 3000E 

Model I X 256w Ikw - - X - - - -
Model 2 X - Ikw - 256w / 512w X X X - -
Model 3 X - Ikw - 512w/ 512w X X X - X 

Model 4 X - 4kw - 2kw/512w X X X X -
Model 5 X - - 8kw 2kw/ 512w X X X X X 

Model 6 X - - I 16kw 2kw/ 512w X X X X X 

AIDACS 3000E Software 

Binary loader Debugging monitor Editor Assembler ROM writer Subroutine library 

BIN-3000 DEB- 3000 EDIT- 3000 ASP-3000 WRITER-21, 22, 23 SSL-3000 

AIDACS 

-3000E 

Model I - - - - - -

Model 2 X - - - Writer-21 -
Model 3 X 

X 

- - Writer-21 - . 

Model 4 X X X Writer-22, 23 X 

Model 5 X X X X Writer-22, 23 X 

Model 6 X X X X Writer-22, 23 X 
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- o FOPS 10 SERIES 

- S ,'STEM 

FDPS Model-12 . lcations - ROM writer card, one of the following FDU Model-12 floppy disk extension 
I) for 1702A (the other, if de-

CPL' h', t! ' i' ': _ . . - ~- -: -- unit general specifications2) for 2704/2708 sired, priced 
Number'of lJO~~ : separately) Number of floppy disk drives: 

- Diskette initializer card 2 (I in the case of model-II)
-Other interface cards and I/O units are Power: Ii0V ± lOY, SO/60Hz,

optional and priced separately. 200VA(approx.)
Power: Weight: 20 Kg. (apl'rox,)

Spare connection slots: Power supply: Included in FDU
10 (interface cards for up toWeight: Memory capacity: 2S6 kilobytes x 2 (all available

Size: ten additional I/O devices can . to user)
be installed in the main cabi Interfacing: disk drive selector (selector

RAM capacity: net) channel) built-in, connection
Diskettes: one for each drive, initialized is possible with only a flat

and containing system pro cable. 
grams Diskette: one for each drive, already in

Functions included: Software: The DOSKET-3000 system is itialized
-Interface for system input ,output unit, provided free of charge, but Software: no special additional software 

one of the followin!!: source lists and binary lists required for this unitI) CW-I • % unit itself priced are not, as a rule, provided. If 

2) CW-4 separately) necessary, paper tape base pro

3) CRT-4 grams can also be provided. 


- Interface for photo paper tape reader Documentation: I set of operation manuals 

(paper tape unit itself priced separately) 


; :~ :\IDACS-3000 syst~ 

~' :hip -- with built-in 
\- 3riOUS functions and 

_O':l.:":ming and debugging 

\:,0included is powerful 
5::siem OOSKET-3000 

...:-. .: efficiency totally be

. s:c:ns available today. 
~';e op your microcompu

::ou excessive time and 

r he program develop
;: OPS being the definitive 

the areas in which it 

could be applied, 

By using FOPS you can raise the efficiency of program develop

ment by an order of magnitude. Only those unfamiliar with the 

real value of a disk operating system will doubt this. Because of 

DOSKET-3000, AIDACS microcomputers are almost on the level 

of minicomputers, 

The FOPS is a breakthrough into a new world of microcomput

ing, a world pioneered and now being developed by the minicom

puter specialist, Ai Electronics Corp. 

We are very proud to be one of the first to introduce microcom

puters supported by a disk operating system, the AIDACS-3000 

with OOSKET. And although we expect you to be impressed by 

our hardware, once you try OOSKET, its easy handling, extreme 

efficiency, and high level of sophistication may well be what you 

value most. 


FOPS is a combination of floppy disk drives with a CPU 

having more than 20 ki.lobytes of RAM and the ability to write 

ROMs, For typical applications, a minimum of two floppy disk 

drives are required. By using the floppy disk extension unit 

FOU, the FOPS can easily be expanded to four disk drives. Re

quired additional I/O units can easily be connected without 

further main frame cabinets because interface cards for basic I/O 

devices like the teletypewriter CW-I and the photo paper tape 

reader are already included, and ten spare slots are available in 

the main frame cabinet. 

Even with the software, all that needs to be done is to add I/O 

driver routines to OOSKET - a path without any trouble to 

full disk operating system power. 


Since FOPS is designed to be a microcomputer programming tool 
supported by a floppy disk operating system, its full power will 
first become evident when a number of I/O devices are added. 
But even with a single system input/output device, more than 
enough merits can be expected. And afterward, the system can 
easily be extended, 



FOPS SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 


Everything is systematically matched to produce high performance. 

FLOPPY DISK PROGRAMMING SYSTEM 

FOPS, the Floppy Disk Programming System, is the result of the 
techniques developed by Ai Electronics in its search for maximum 
efficiency and sophistication in microcomputer programming. 
FDPS is not merely a microcomputer using an LSI CPU chip. It 
has the advantage of inexpensive , fairly large memory capacity in 

Floppy disk 

LSI CPU 

~o 
Total configuration of the FDPS 10 series. 

ROM 2KB }
RAM 512B 

Capacity differs according'L ...... --- --
to the version ;--__ _ 


up to 4 drives 

CPU card 
A·3001 

----- 
ROM / RAM card 

A-Oll 
'--  - ------' 

J 16K RAM card 
'1 A-022 

...... '-  ---  --' 
_ 

Number of drives 
differs depending 
on model tJl 

9 track 800/160y~" 
BPI MT etc. 

800 BPI 
cassette t apeX 

/~ ....\,\ \ 

I J ) ~ ,A-350 I /)\, _~-=--=-~ L ___ _ ___v 
/~----- .71 

,... J...---·I (-------y J 

.J. ---I 1_____" Cassette MT 1 -1--,- -I ' controller ,
-'--- 1- 1 A-310 I) 

: _0_ : '/_1- L______ 	 ..J-/ 

n 
o 
3 
3 
o 
:J 

~------ -(/ I ~ 
\---- -I MT controller I --1--

r-- ~ ~-- - -- -~ 
_-- --;>' .J 1-_____ ISynchronous modem I-- _ 

""- - - L ____I L~~~~.!-.:E~_I 

_-7 '-;--:::.'1 rAc~~:;;-oupl;;l 
- .L. _ __ I C.[-')_~ !-- - - -I interface A .082 1-L..:___ L. _ ____ _ ...J 

'" Dotted lines indicate option s. 

the floppy disk . And for fully efficient management, it has the 
support of the disk operating system DOSKET-3000. Because of 
the DOSKET UNIT command and I/O driver routine functions , 
it is easy to change or add various input/output devices , The pro
gramming is easy and the result is an extremely efficient system. 

DOSKET-3000 F- ., various 
: I/ O devices sOftwa~ 

0 . ~;i 0 
~ 

Console card 

A-2092 


Console and RjM 

A-510 


ROM writer card 
writer socket IpF10M-eraserl 

A-2093 
l..._A...:..5J....l_ J 

ROM writer card 

A-513 


TTY-ASR interface 
card A-120 

Typuter 501 ASR 

interface card A-122 


PTR 	 controller 

A-190 


PTP controlier 1 F---~I~'7' PTP 25 CPS 
_ _ ~~~___;-- - L ____I~) (60 or 105 CPS) 

Serial printer 

Line printer 

CRT display 
keyboard 

http:l..._A...:..5J


OUTLINE of FOPS and OOSKET 


Just as large capacity warehouses requiTe capable 
managers, OOSKET provides complete management 
for floppy disks. 

The operator gives the I' . 
orders. (Equivalent of 
the "big boss") 

FOPS has several dozen times more 

effi ciency than previous machines. 

Time spared can be spent for other 

jobs···or for vacation . DOSKET is the 

user's faithful servant. 


Once programs and data have been input to the 
floppy disk, then edit ing, debugging, assembl ing. 
compiling, program file linkage , subrout ine call 
linkage, program execution, file updates, copying: 
all can be handled by commands to the disk. 
In the meantime, the User can have a cigarette 
or a cup of coffee'''The old labors and problems 
of programming are solved so easily that you 
may feel as if something were missing....•• 

UNIT 
MOVE 
LIST 
ERMAP 
DISC 
LABEL 
DFILE 
RFILE 

Executive -level commands 
have many followers. 

One IBM-forrr 
hold 256 kilo 
mation. You c 
update it as r 
Usually OOSK 
programs are 

Message 
. Output of info 

Any may be us 
each has its ov 
tages and disad 
choose it ca rei 
course , all cap 
cted, but thenf 
may be a prod 
minimum sy s 
operate even 
this single 1/0 



t diskette ca n 
ytes of infor
n replace and 

)uch as needed. 
ET system 
kept on diskette 0 

The "reception desk" for 
DOSKET is the system 
input / output unit. Choose 
one of the below devices. 

Teletype 
CW-1 
(ASR-33) 

en operator errors 

Ink-jet 
printer 
CW-4 
(TVPUTER) 

Operators need merely 
do what DOSKET asks. 

Keyboard 
display 
CRT-4 

In DOSKET interactive mode, 
all control comm'ands, even 
input units, can be specified 
from the keyboard in the form 
of commands to JOBCON. 

1702A, 2704, and / or 
2708 ROMs can be 
written manually, 
semi-automatically, or 
full- automatically. 

Operator console 

The operational status 
of the floppy disk is 
visible. 

Key switch 
Once the key is locked 
and withdrawn, the co
mputer can be touched, 
while running, without 
causing any harm. 

Very easy to handle. But when DOSKET is in 
operation, it is not needed much. Just set the 
sta rt address, and press the start switch, then 
DOSKET takes over the whole procedure . 

A oomputer is not a cOmPUter If the software 
Is neglected for. 1M hardware. 
A real computer requires a balance of both. 

Up to ten additional li O 
inside the mainframe cat 

railroad switches ca 
trains. No need to 
I/O control sequenc 
user programs. 



More than 150 AIDACS-3000 interface 
modules are available to assist FDPS. 

I/ O driver 
routine 

1/0 drivel' 
routine 

I/ O driver 
routine 

I can be prepared on 
.:aoer tape or cards, 
_ ·hrough keyboard. 

Another DOSKET control method 
DOSKET allows Supervisor services to 

se r need not think be called from user programs. 
a ~'"' ations, floating point If Supervisor instruction is written in the 

ons (LOG, LN, SOT, user program, then it controls DOSKET 
. complex number automatically during execution, perform
ersions. If there iis an ing file management and other control 
hey will "fall in" ob- functions. In other words, it simplifies 

10 joi n the prog ra m. user programs and allows them to use 
ndependently of other DOSKET's power fully . 

tself is in compliance 

Examples of 
connectable input 

paper tape reader 
ca rd reader 
CRT keyboard, etc . 

Examples of 
connectable output 

line printer 
CRT display 
paper tape punch, etc . 

A five-line-per-second line 
printer works at full speed. 

Various 1/0 devices. 
Other devices are 
also acceptable . 

It can also be used to maintain files and 
edit assembler source programs for other 
manufacturer's computers. 

. , 




DOSKET-3000 FEATURES 

AIDACS-3000 FLOPPY DISK OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAM 

DOSKET-3000 is the general name for the disk operating system 
programs that execute on AIDACS-3000 microcomputer with 
floppy disks. 
It is named DOSKET because it is a DOS (disk operating system) 
for diskettes and because it is a smaller version ("ette") of the 
DOS available on larger computers adapted for practical use on 
microcomputers. Since microcompu ters have never had such 
functions before, we have included this section to introduce 
DOSKET to you. 
It is comparatively easy to combine a floppy disk with a micro
computer on the hardware level alone - but what is the use of 
just hardware. 
Just storing data and tape-base programs on a diskette and load
ing them into main memory when needed is not a sufficient 
actualization of the merits of a floppy disk system. The diskette 
is not merely a storage place for data . 
DOSKET-3000 was carefully developed to solve the problem of 
overloading and inefficiency in microcomputer programming by 
thorough study of the role of microcomputers and of the power 
and efficiency of the DOS of high-power minicomputers. 

BASIC STRUCTURE of DOSKET-3000 

loadl:!d in --..l...- "do . d · hoRAMitfea 01 CPU I "f8S1 s fn I!h.e lte 5 e l 

User Group 
1 from 

min. 20K BYTE I 
USER AREA I 

DSMAIN 

*A high-level macro-assembler with pseudo commands and ability 
to output relocatable programs 

*The use of paper tapes for programming can be minimized or 
even eliminated 

*"One-touch" starts , using the ROM bootstrap loader 
*Convenient and easy-to-use interactive command mode, using 

the keyboard of the system input unit 
*Abundant error messages and instruction messages 
*Many convenient job commands 
*Supervisor call commands covering a wide range of functions 

DOSKET system functions can be controlled at will from 
the user's programs 

*Complete, flexible me management functions 
* I/O-device-independent programming 
* Program file linkage at will using the linkage loader 
*User programs can be divided at will into segments for overlay

ing 
*Easy-to-use , powerful, efficient symbolic (assembler source) 

text editor 
*Debugging monitor that includes functions for break point, 

We can proudly say that you will find almost no equivalent ex

ample among the microcomputer systems of other system houses. 

DOSKET is not a simple extension of paper tape based systems 

which merely stores programs in diskettes and rolls them in and 

out when required . 

Once you have used DOSKET, we are very sure that you will 

never return to programming with paper tapes and absolu te ad

dresses because you will realize its foolishness . 

An Assembler with macro processing and various pseudo com

mands and the ability to generate relocatable binary; a Linkage 

loader which combines relocatable user programs and subroutines 

from the system library into absolute address, easy-to-use EDIT 

and DEBUG programs; easy file handling functions; Supervisor 

control functions; a Job controller which manages and controls 

all of the above .... Is there any other microcomputer with soft

ware as extensive, as advanced as that of DOSKET-3000? 

DOSKET-3000 is an example of how microcomputer programm

ing systems will be from now on. 


Main features of DOSKET-3000 
*System software usually required for program development is 

already included in the DOSKET system 
• ROM bootstrap loader 
• main memory resident control program DSMAIN-3000D 
• job controller JOBCON-3000D 
• relocatable macro assembler ASMB-3000D 
• linkage loader for paper tape LINK-3000D 
• real-time debugging monitor DEB-3000D 
• symbolic text editor EDIT-3000D 
• paper tape program converter STPT-3000D • SUPERVISOR 
• I/O driver routines • subroutine library SSL-3000D 
• automatic ROM writer program WRITER-3000D 
• diskette initializer INIT -3000D • linkage loader for d isket te LOA DER 
• FORTRAN compiler (FORTRAN IV) FORT-3000D 
• calculator BASIC-3000D (option) 
• calculator AICAL-3000D (option) 

trace, dump , search , etc . 
*System subroutine library in complete compliance with FORT

RAN IV standards, invokable either from assembler or FORT
RAN programs 

*1/0 units are easy to connect to the computer: the availability 
of a full range of I/O driver routines allows DOSKET to be 
easily extended to cover new units 

*Two floppy disk units are standard, with extension up to four 
units possible 

*Functions for file protection and copying and reorganizing the 
contents of the diskette 

*File definition , re-definition, addition , deletion, updating , and 
moving can be done at will 

*Mathematical calculations are easy using the calculators BASIC 
and AICAL which are DOSKET options 

*FORTRAN compiler in compliance with the full FORTRAN 
standards 

* FORTRAN and assembler programs will be able to be inter
mixed 



OUTLINE of DOSKET-3000 

AIDACS-3000 FLOPPY DISK OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAM 

It is difficult to introduce all of the functions of DOSKET -3000 
in a limited space. We have chosen, instead , to illustrate the flow 
of DOSKET operations by using a very simple example of general 
programming and debugging. 
First an effortless "one-touch" start of DOSKET using the ROM 
Bootstrap Loader. 
Then user programs which have been previously written on cod
ing forms can be converted to paper tape or input directly to 
FDPS from teletype or CRT display keyboards. If any typing 
errors occur , it will cause no harm ' because they can easily be 
corrected later by the Text Editor. 
The initial source program is first given a file name and then 
stored on the diskette as a temporary file. After this there is no 
need to use paper tape , even to the stage of program execution or 
writing ROMs. 
Of course programs can always be output, if necessary, to paper 
tape or punched cards in source or binary form. 
By invoking the text editor and specifying program's file name , 
the source program can be changed and corrected right from the 
keyboard. And the corrected files can also be given new file 
names. 
It is also possible to print a file name list to see what kinds of files 
are stored on the diskette. 
ASMB then assembles the source program and generates a relo
catable binary program. The advantage of an Assembler which 
outputs relocatable mode programs rather than absolute mode 
program is that only relocatable programs can be easily linked 
with subroutines in the System Subroutine Library and in user 
files stored on the diskette to produce a larger program . 
The Linkage Loader links these various subroutines to the main 
program and converts the relocatable binary to absolute binary 
based on a "pedestal" address. Subroutines and various program 
files can first be handled effectively only when they can be freely 
link.ed in relocatable address mode. 
To operate DOSKET on FDPS effectively, a solid supporting I/O 
configuration is required along with at least 20 kilobytes of main 
memory. Up to 32 kilobytes of main memory can be expanded. 
A segmentation function is provided to support assembling, com
piling, and executing programs larger than the actual main mem
ory , although execution speed will degrade somewha t. 
The DOSKET assembler includes pseudo commands for referring 
to other segments, and the assembler advanced functions allow 
references to any level of external segments. The resolution of 
the address references to external segments is handled by the 
Linkage Loader. 
The macro processing function of the assembler ASMB makes it 
unnecessary to repeat the same sequence of instructions in a pro
gram. It can process both assembler level and FORTRAN level 
macros . 
The pseudo commands of the assembler , such as the external 
statement , entry statement, common statement, and library 
statement, permit program linkage to subroutines and program 
files and also allow the Assembler to process the output of the 
FORTRAN compiler. The Assembler also outputs a list showing 
how many times each address tag was referenced . Basically it is 
a two-pass Assembler, but it will execute in one pass if the pro
gram has no bugs. 

When doing symbolic programming, subroutines can be automa
ticaliy linked by writing a simple calling sequence. This function 
frees the programmer of the burden of coding standard mathe
matical calculations. 
A protection feature is provided to prevent important programs 
and data files from being damaged by carelessness. And informa
tion stored in permanent files on the diskette can be accessed any 
time merely by referring to its file name. 
Binary programs which have bugs can be checked by calling the 
Real-Time Debugging Monitor, corrected, and tested again by the 
RUN command. Once debugged, the program can be output on 
paper tape or cards , or it can be written direct to ROM chips 
au toma tically . 
DOSKET-3000 can write either l702A, 2704, or 2708 type ROM 
chips. When a ROM chip is written, the whole sequence of writ
ing operations is done automatically, such as RoM erase check, 
writing, and comparing the written ROM with the master pro
grams. 
Initialization of a new diskette is also done with a simple com
mand. Copy of the contents of a diskette, reorganizing its 
contents after files have been deleted, redefinition, etc ... . All of 
these are easily done with simple commands. 
Input/output operations are controlled by I/O driver routines. 
The user need not worry about input/output procedures when 
writing their programs. And the I/ O unit to be used can be spec
ified at execution time by the UNIT command. 
The more I/O devices are added to EDPS, the more DOSKET 
demonstrates its merits . And at the same time the user 's load is 
lessened and system reliability increased. But, FDPS under 
DOSKET has overwhelming efficiency compared to a paper tape 
based system even with a minimum configuration of a single tele
type . 
If a number of different users are sharing the FDPS, confusion 
will not occur because each user can keep his own private 
diskettes. 
DOSKET-3000 has two control modes, the interactive command 
mode described above and the supervisor call mode. The supervi
sor control mode allows user programs to access system functions 
by coding the RST instruction in their programs. The file handl
ing functions available to the program are almost .identical to 
those available to the operator with JOBCON commands. By 
coding the RST instruction in the program, the program itself can 
control DOSKET-3000 using all of its power, with the result that 
user programming is simplified and made more powerful. 
For those who do mathematical calculations, two convenient 
languages, AICAL and BASIC, are provided. Just giving a com
mand to JOBCON makes them ready to use. 
When full FORTRAN IV is added to DOSKET, it will no longer 
have competition as tool for developing technical and engi
neering programs.The linkage loader, subroutine library, and post
processing assembler are also prepared for FORTRAN. The 
FORTRAN allows assembler instructions to be intermixed 
with the FORTRAN statements. As a. result it will be very 
useful for engineering or process-control applications. 



DOSKET-3000 COMMANDS and 
SUBROUTINE LIBRARY 
AIDACS-3000 FLOPPY DISK OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAM 

JOBCON Commands 
SUNIT, unit, device SRFILF, (unit.lnamel , name2 , length SRUN, (un it,) name 

to assign a logical unit to the specified 1/ 0 device to redefine a file previously existing on the diskette to load a specified program from the diskette to 

SMOVE, A, unit 1 (.nanne 1 ), un it2 (.name2 ) $CLEAR(.unit (.name » memory and to execute tne program 

SMOVE, B, unitl (. namel ), unit2 (.name2 ) to delete a spec ified file on the d iskette S COPY, unitl , unit2(.n 1, n2, n3, n4, - ) 

SMOVE, X, unitl (.namel ), unit2 $ PROTECT (.unit (.name » to copy the contents of floppy disk 1 to floppy 

to request the transfer of data from unit 1 to unit 2 to establish protection (retention period ) for disk 2 

SUST, S, un it 1, name, unit2 Clinel (,Iine2 » specified file on the diskette SDEB 

SLIST, D(.unit 1 (.unit2 » SFILE, unitl, name, unit2 to call the real-time debugg ing monitor 

SUST, E(.unitl (.unit2 » to assign a logical unit 1 file to logical unit 2 $ DOWN, device 

to print the specified data on the specific device. SEJOB to temporarily stop a specified device 

SERMAP, unit(.trackl (,track2 » to terminate the present job and start a new job SUP, device 

to change the track numbers of faulty diskette tracks . $EDIT to restart a temporarily stopped device 

SDISC , unit , label text to call the text editor SPAUSE 

to update a diskette SFORTRAN (.slist, mlist, table, load, comd , go) to temporarily stop a program presently executing 

SLABEL, unit , label text to call FORTRAN SGO 

SLABEL, unit $ASMB (.slist , table, load , comd , go ) to restart a program stopped by PAUSE 

to change the volume label of a diskette to call the assembler SOFF 

SDFILE, (unit, ) name, length $LOAD (.comd , table , go ) to terminate an executing program and transfer 

to make a new file on a diskette to call the linkage loader control to JOBCON 

Supervisor Call Commands 
Supervisor call commands are commands written in user programs # File definition - to create a new file on a diskette 
which allow the program to control DOSKET directly_ # File protection - to assign a retention period (protection) to a 

specified file on a diskette 
# I/O table initial establishment - to initialize diskette I/O tables # File deletion - to delete the specified file on a diskette 
# Input/output - to read/write a specified length of data using a # Disk input/output - to specify a sector address and transfer 

specified buffer and a specified external device input/output data 
# I/O control - to control input and output # File allocation - to assign a specified file on unit I to unit 2 
# File input/output - to control files contained on diskettes # Run - to load the specified file's program and execute it 
# I/O status - to find out the device code allocated to a logical # File redefinition - to change the name or length of an old file 

unit # Segment call 
# File retrieval - to retrieve file names and lists from a diskette # Segment jump 

SSL-3000D System Subroutine Library 
The DOSKET-3000 subroutine library contains the subroutines They can be freely linked to user's programs whether written in 
listed below. They are based on the standards for FORTRAN IV Assembler or FORTRAN, 

11 COMPLEX NUMBER TYPE 31 REAL NUMBER TYPE 41 DOUBLE PRECISION INTEGER 
SSL 
SSL 

84 
B3 

Logarithmic Function 
Trigonometric Function 

SSL 
SSL 

30 
28 

Random Number Function 
Logarithmic Function (Natural SSL 

NUMBER TYPE 
16 Conversion to/from ASC II Code 

(SIN IcOS) logilrithm, Common Logarithm) (Integer Number Type, incldJ 
SSL 82 Square Root SSL 27 Trigonometric Function SSL 15 Change of Sign (Real Number 
SSL 81 Exponential Function (SIN/COSI Type, incldJ 
SSL 80 Fundamental Arithmetic, Abso Inverse Trigonometric Function SSL 14 Remainder 

lute Value, Minus Number. Loga· (ATAN/ATAN 2) SSL 13 Fundamental Arithmetic. Abso· 
rithmic Function SSL 26 Square Root lute Value, Minus Number. Check· 

21 DOU8LE PRECISION REAL NUMBER SSL 25 Exponential Function. Hyper ing 
TYPE bolic Tangent SSL 12 Multiplication/Division without 

SSL 60 Logarithmic Function (Natural SSL 24 Subroutine of the above 4 parts Sign 
Logarithm. Common Logarithm) SSL 23 Conversion (rom ASCII Code 5) INTEGER NUMBER TYPE 

SSL 59 Trigonometric Function (Double Precision Real Nurnber SSL 11 Maximum Value/Minimum Value 
(SIN/COS) Type, incld,) SSL 10 Maximum Value/Minimum Value 
Inverse Trigonometric Function SSL 22 Conversion to ASC II Code (Using differs from the abovel 
(ATAN/ATAN 2) SSL 21 Maximum Value/Minimum Value SSL 09 Excess, Change of Sign 

SSL 58 Square Root SSL 20 Maximum VDlue/MinilTlllm Value SSL 08 Remainder 
SSL 57 Exponential Function (Using differs from the abovel SSL 07 Fundamental Arithmetic. Abso-
SSL 56 Subroutine of the above 4 ports SSL 19 Excess lute Value 
SSL 54 Conversion to ASC II Code SSL 18 Remainder. CUl off 6) OTHERS 
SSL 53 Maximum Value/Minimum Value SSL 17 Fundamental Arilhmetic. Abso- SSL 06 Change of Type 
SSL 52 Maximum Value/Minimum Value lute Value, Minus Number. Nor· SSL 05 Subroutine for System lData Get) 

(Using is different from the above) malization. Checking SSL 04 Error OU1put Routine 
SSL 51 Remainder. Change of Sign. Cut SSL 03 Subroutine for System (Oat. PushI 

off SSL 02 Universal Register Save/Take 
SSL 50 Fundamental Arithmetic. Abso SSL 01 Universal Register SaveITake 

lute Value, Minurn Number. Nor. (Number of Registers is different) 
maliz8lion . Checking 



E MODULES for 

3000E and FDPS 


- ::--:"_- =. g modules is a large family of 
. =:. l Si! the same size printed circuit 

.: - \ ( 5·3000 common bus conventions. 
- - . : . :-.Jy on microcomputers but also, via 

' :-. AICOM series minicomputers . Ten 
~ :: ::-. AIDACS-3000E and FDPS mainframes 

:-:0" - .:_.=': as required . Furthermore, there is no 

6CH INPUT 

16CH INPUT 
16CH OuTpUT 

32C H INPUT 

32CH OUTPUT 
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- ....:: : - -: -

: : :. -" ..

limit to the number of modules that can be installed in external 
cabinets and connected to the mainframe via bus driver units . 
Listed below are some representative modules among the almost 
150 modules in the series. 
For more details, please refer to the AIDACS hardware 
manuals. 



AIDACS-3000E and FOPS 

INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES 


As was mentioned previously, AIDACS-3000E and FDPS can be 
connected to most I/O devices on the market. 
In particular , I/O management under DOSKET-3000 is done very 
easily by adding I/O driver routines. (Some routines are not free 
of charge. Please ask.) 
Here we show the most typical, basic I/O devices for FDPS when 
used as a programming tool. 

FDPS Basic System I/O device (choose one) 

The fundamental system I/O unit for FDPS allows a choice 

among the teletype CW-l, the ink-jet printer CW-4, and the key

board display CRT-4. 

Other than these, there are paper tape readers and punches, high 

speed printers, plotters , graphic displays etc .... The more they are 

connected, the more useful the system will be. 


, 

CW-l teletype ASR 

Other main I/O devices 
Connecting these I/O devices. as 
necessary, to the AIDACS-3000E 
or FDPS increases efficiency. 
Please refer to other documenta
tion for more detailed specifica
tions. 

CRT-3 character display CLP-l 
line printer 

These two units can be combined 
or used separately. For a large 
amount of printing. a high speed 
printer is indispensable. At 5.2 
lines/s, this unit combines both 
high speed and low price. Print
ing is quiet, too. 

. , - -,- . ,'-....... ,... .. ,..~,.<r .. ," ,.,.. _... _ 
,r:.:-".. -:_-....- ..-_..,~-.t· ','::~ 

CW-4 ink-jet ASR CRT-4 keyboard display terminal 

CTP paper tape punch 
Various models from 25 chis to 
105 chis are provided. Using 
these will increase paper handling 
efficiency . 

XYPF-l X- Y plotter 

This is indispensable for drawing 

diagrams or pictures. Various 

types of plotters can be combined . 


CPTR photo paper tape reader 
Generally this is the first addi
tional device needed in a system. 
Two types are available - 50 chis 
and 400 chis. 

CRT-2 graphic display 
This is a bit luxurious but ex
cellent results can be expected 
from this outstanding character 
and graphic display. A hard 
copy device can also be attached. 



AI DACS -3000E & FOPS 
Micro Computer Systems 

:9111 IIi EleEtroniEs [orp. 
2-28- 16, Shimo-maruko, Ota-ku, Tokyo-146 Japan 
Phone:Tokyo (03 )758-8161 Telex :246-6176 AIELEC . 

Ai E1ettronics is a major force in the field of mini/micro com 

pu ters and their systems. 

We stress microcomputer development and also make highly effi

ciem min icomputers like the AICOM -CS . 

We are always thinking ahead to the next generation of micro

compu ters and minicomputers and so do extensive research and 

de elopment. We will constantly be introducing new models . 

The ne .... n icrol:omputer model AIDACS-3000E , the Floppy Disk 

Progra ming System FDPS , the Floppy Disk OS DOSKET-3000.. . 


of . e- ere developed on the foundation of our advanced 
mink mput r technolugy and experience . 
Even in .he rea of microcomputers, the technology, practical 
e xpen"n ~ . 'u viewpoints of an experienced computer manufac
turing -. • I j ( ·omp.any wiU be indispensable . 

Printed in Japan 


